Schematic illustration modelling the factors affecting two fighting strategies in Taï chimpanzees. The illustration follows our proposed order of the "decision-making" process. How the costs or benefits considered in each step affect the variation in initiation frequencies of conflicts is shown, and also how social costs affect the variation in the frequency of reduction of social costs. The positive or negative slopes of the graphs are based on the observed frequencies of conflicts in Taï chimpanzees (see Fig. 1 , 2 ,3, and 4), using a straight line for simplicity. Two strategies were found: strategy A is used by dominant initiators (thick white arrow) whereas strategy B is used by subordinate initiators (thin black arrow). The outcome of the two strategies is represented by the net benefit in relation to the relative initiation frequency of conflicts for dominant (A, white) or subordinate (B, black) initiators. The outcomes of both strategies are presented in a simplified form (the most likely outcome) and are shown together in one graph to clarify the trade-off used by subordinate conflict partners: subordinate initiators trade their lower frequency of winning a conflict for a greater positive net benefit, when they are winning, and a smaller negative net benefit, when they are losing, compared to dominant initiators (see Discussion)
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